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One month before the final workshop of the project,

LEPS is now in its last phase of development. The

customization of the postal and financial services from

Greece and Spain have been integrated with the

eIDAS infrastructure and the consortium is working

together in order to obtain great results in the cross-

border authentication automated tests.

In addition, the consortium has already developed a

Mobile App which allows any Spanish citizen to access

Greek services by using the Spanish DNIe to

authenticate within eIDAS infrastructure. (Page 4)

We are all looking forward to the LEPS Final Workshop

the 3rd of October 2018 in the University of Murcia. The

LEPS final event is presenting a wide perspective that

should lead to the recommendations and roadmap for

the further adoption of eID in the private sector and in

particular for the reuse of LEPS results, such as eIDAS

adapters. The event will also analyse situation in

different EU countries related to connecting e-services

to eIDAS nodes, projects and pilot demonstration
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LEPS project has been presented at 31st EEMA

Annual Conference that took place in London on

June 13th and 14th. This year event was attended

by more than 200 e-identity experts, policy-

makers and senior managers from public, private

and academic sector institutions from across

Europe and beyond.

Aljosa Pasic presented LEPS project and used the

opportunity to establish collaboration with several

related initiatives. The post-presentation

discussion was including the analysis of business

models that involve private sector e-services with

identification and authentication relying on

government issued e-IDs, as well as postal sector

strategies related to e-ID provision and usage.

EEMA Annual Conference

Recently and as a new channel to approach LEPS stakeholders, we decided to launch our

Company Page on Linkedin due to the fact that it is the third most used platform among

business owners.

We will use this channel to keep everyone informed about the project updates, blog posts

and news related with the eID in Europe.

New LinkedIn Page

Aljosa Pasic ar EEMA Annual
Conference 2018
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The European projects Clustering Workshop On Cybersecurity and Privacy (ECoSP 2018) was

held in conjunction with the 13th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and

Security on August 27-30 in Hamburg, Germany, where LEPS project was presented.

Several European projects were there such as Aries, Lightest, Anastacia, Credential, Cybeco,

Yaksha, Sissden, SAINT, FORTIKA, FutureTrust, CIPSEC, etc

LEPS at the ARES Conference 2018
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LEPS’ blog audience is increasing potentially, generating a real dialogue with the 
scientific and general audience. 
Today, the blog counts with several posts written by different partners of the 
consortium. Considering the professional backgrounds heterogeneity, each blog 
post is oriented for a different audience creating an attractive site for a wide range 
of public. 

LEPS Blog

How can eIDAS and LEPS help my 
business?

Trusted identities: demanded by users 
and required by governments

eIDAS & LEPS: Making ATHEX 
processes more efficient

How can Service Providers connect to 
eIDAS Network with the minimum possible 
effort and cost?

Cross-border authentication with eID
Mobile App using eIDAS infrastructure

Click the boxes below to get access to LEPS’ Blog
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LEPS Consortium is developing a Mobile App which main objective is to offer mobile support

for Greek Services to authenticate Spanish citizens, using the eIDAS infrastructure and the

Spanish DNIe 3.0, when they access to Greek services. This Mobile ID app is part of the work

done in the Activity 3.1. of the project led by University of Murcia (Spain), defined as Mobile

Authentication, which will be outlined in the Deliverable 3.1. “Mobile ID app and its

integration to results with the Industrial Partners”.

The document includes the process of analysis, design and implementation of a mobile

solution that covers all the requirements and principles of the LEPS project, as well as a guide

to the installation and use of the solution designed and the first results of the integration and

testing process with the pilot services, both Greek and Spanish.

Mobile eID App

LEPS Mobile ID App 
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During the last period several tasks have been performed in LEPS project in order to integrate

different e-services with the eIDAS network trough national nodes in Spain and Greece. These

activities include compilation of requirements from service providers, such as Spanish and

Greek postal sector service providers (Correos and ELTA), as well as the actual customization

and integration tasks. The main results achieved are creation of an eIDAS adapter based on

the integration package provided by the Spanish eIDAS node operator, aimed at integrating

e-services with the Spanish eIDAS node in a pre-production environment. Initially the results

have been tested with Greek citizens accessing Spanish e-services, and later they will be

tested with citizens from other EU countries. Results will be contrasted with those obtained

from the LEPS tasks which develops eIDAS adapter for online services with the Greek eIDAS

node, and which follows different integration approaches than the Spanish eIDAS adapter.

This comparison of different architectural approaches, in terms of complexity, cost and

reusability, will be valuable to the rest of EU member states and SPs in their investment

decisions. It will allow different stakeholders to reduce time and effort for the integration with

the eIDAS network, while adapting customization and integration efforts to their operational

context and needs.

Integration with eIDAS nodes in Spain and Greece 

On October 3rd 2018, the final LEPS workshop will take place in Murcia, at the premises of

University of Murcia. LEPS project results will be presented, together with a number of other

related and relevent presentations targeting uptake of eIDAS services in Europe. Registration

is free and can be done by sending e-mail to one of the organizers

• Aljosa Pasic: aljosa.pasic@atos.net

• Antonio Skarmeta: Skarmeta@um.es

LEPS Final Event

October 3rd, 2018  University of Murcia, Murcia,  Spain

Final Workshop

Leveraging eID in the Private Sector
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